SOME RESULTS ON NORMALITY OF A GRADED RING

WEI-EIHN KUAN
Let R =φi^0Ri be a graded domain and let p be a homogeneous prime ideal in R. Let R p be be the localization of R at p and R ip) = {rjst \ r t si E R t and s, £ p}. If R, Π(R-p)^ 0, then R p is a localization of a transcendental extension of /?< P ).
Thus R p is normal (regular) if and only if i? (p) is normal (regular). Let Proj(i?) = {p|p is a homogeneous prime ideal and pSΘ x)^,}. Under certain conditions a Noetherian graded domain JR is normal if R (p) , is normal for each pE Proj(i^).
If R = Q)i^oRi is reduced and F o = {Γ./M, | r h u x E jR f and w, E U where (7 is the set of all nonzero divisors} is Noetherian, then the integral closure of R in the total quotient ring of R is also graded.
1.
Introduction. Let R =φ^o^« be a graded integral domain. Let Spec(J?) be the set of all prime ideals in R. Let R + = 0 />o R,. R+ is an ideal in R. An ideal 21 in JR is said to be irrelevant if R+ C V §ί, the radical of SI. Let Proj(i?) = {pE Spec(JR)|pCi? + is homogeneous and nonirrelevant}. For each pESpec(JR), let R p = {r/s\, sER and sgz p}, and for each homogeneous prime ideal p, let R ip) = {r./s, | r h s f E i?, and Sif£ p}. (Note: R (p) in [1] is defined for p E Proj(jR) only.) According to the terminology of Seidenberg [9] , R p is called the arithmetical local ring of i? at p and R ip) the geometrical local ring of R at p. I prove that if Rj Π (JR -p)/ 0 then R p is the ring of quotients of a transcendental extension of R ip) relative to a multiplicative set, R p is normal (regular) if and only if R {p) is normal (regular); see Theorem 2. In the case of an irreducible projective variety V over a field k in a projective n-space P n k , V/k is normal if the geometrical local ring of V at each p E V, Dϊ(p) is integrally closed. V is arithmetically normal if the ring of strictly homogeneous coordinates k[V] is integrally closed. The latter implies the former. For the converse, various cohomological criteria are developed; see [3] , [8] , [9] . I attempt to study the normality of a graded domain JR if R ip) is normal for every pEProj(/?). In this paper, I also obtain the following theorem: Let R be a Noetherian graded domain, say 
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In the §4, we prove that under certain conditions on a graded ring R (not necessarily integral domain) the integral closure R of R in the total quotient ring of R is also graded; see Theorem 6. Our references on the elementary well known facts about graded rings can be found in [1] and [10] .
I would like to thank Professor A. Seidenberg for many valuable discussions and suggestions during preparation of the research, while I was on sabbatical leave visiting Berkeley.
I would like also to thank the referee for his comments.
2. Normality and regularity of local domains. Let R be a commutative ring with identity 1. Let p be a prime ideal in R. By height of p, we mean the supremum of the length of chains of prime ideals \> o ψ p, ^ p 2 ^ ^ p π with p 0 = p and denote it by ht(p). Let R = Θi^o^« be a graded integral domain. Let K be the quotient field of R. We say that R is integrally closed if R is integrally closed in K. Let xE^ x = f/gi for some /" g, E R t and g x φ 0. Then x = fig, = (f/rtyigjr)), since f k /r\ and f/r\ are both in R ip) . Therefore x is in the quotient field of R ip) . Thus K o is the quotient field of R (p) . For the second part of (a) we need only to prove that
and r, is transcendental over K o as noted in the preceeding, K o is algebraically closed in K and R ip) is thus integrally closed in K.
(c) As noted in (b), r t is transcendental over R (p) . Let / E R be an element. Then / = f r 4-/ r+ί + + /" where / E i?, for some nonnegative integers r and n. But / = (£//>; 4-tf Γ +,/rr>ϊ +l + + (/./r;)r?e Λjr,]. Therefore i? CR ip) [rj] . Thus S = ί? -p is a multiplicative set in R^ln]. Now let //g E ί? p , g E I? -p. Then for some nonnegative integer t and m, 
Normality of a graded domain. In this section, a graded domain R is normal if it is integrally closed in its field of fractions.
Recall [6; Theorem 8, p . 400]: Let © and ©' be two normal rings which contain a field k. If © and ©' are separably generated over k and if © 0 fc ©' is an integral domain, then © 0* ©' is a normal ring. Proof Let X,, , X n be n indeterminantes over R o . Let ?ί be the Since , a n )\a h , a n EΩ}. Every prime ideal P in K[X] defines an irreducible algebraic variety V over K in A?. Every irreducible algebraic variety V over K carries a generic point (ξ) = (6,. .,£,)EA? over K, and P = {g(X)G K [X] \g(ξ) = 0}. Let (i,) = (i7;, , η n )E A" be a generic point of q^ over fc, i. As the assertion in the last part of the proof of the above theorem will be referred later, we would like to state it as a corollary.
COROLLARY.
Let R o be an integral domain containing a field k. Let R = R 0 [Xh '' , x n ] be an integral domain finitely generated over R o as an algebra such that the quotient field K of R o and the quotient field k{x) of k[x] = k[x t , --, x n ] are linearly disjoint over k. Then Sptc(k[x]) = {p Π fc[x]|pE Spec(jR 0 [jc]) and p Π R o = 0}. Moreover if R is graded with R o as the component of homogeneous degree 0, then Proj(fc[x]) = { f c [ ] | ( 4 ] } { [ ] | [ ] }
Proof (of the last part). Let 2l,93,q,q<r, and Q% be the same as those in the proof of Theorem 3. If R is a graded domain, then both 21 and 93 are homogeneous ideals. If q is a nonirrelevant and homogeneous prime ideal in k [x] , then so is q^. Let Q# be the ideal in K[x] generated by the homogeneous elements belonging to Q%. Then, by [10; Lemma 3, p. 153] Proof We first note that it follows from condition (1), Theorem 1 and Theorem 2_that R p is normal for every pE Spec(jR) and ht(p)= 1. Let K, R and ί?, be the same as defined in the preceeding. Let aER, a = Σ,"= m oίi for some nonnegative integers m and n and α, E R h Let cίi = bij/au where / -/ = i, b {] E JR y and <2 |7 E R h If # l7 is a unit in R then α, E /?. If a,/ is a nonunit, then the nonzero homogeneous principal ideal (a a )R has a primary decomposition ΓΊ" =1 q, with p h -,p u as the associated prime ideals. In view of [10; Theorem 9 and Corollary; pp. 153-154] we may assume that q,'s and p,'s are homogeneous, (2) implies that ht(p t )=ί for t = 1,2, , u. Thus i? p , is normal for t-1,2, , u. α, is integral over R implies that α, is integral over JR P , for t = 1,2, , u. Hence α, E R pt for ί = 1,2, , w. Therefore [x] as an embedded associated prime ideal. It follows from Theorem 4 that R is not normal.
Integral closure of a graded ring.
In this section, we study a generalgraded ring, R = 0^o i?« v Let F be the total quotient ring of R, and let R be the integral closure of R in F. In case of a graded domajn, the integral closure R of R in its quotient field K is again graded and Ri = R Π iζ for i ^ 0. We investigate 7? when R is not an integral domain. A ring R is normal if R 9 is an integral domain and integrally closed in its quotient field for each pESpec(K).
Let /? = 0^0/?!-. Let U be the set of all nonzero divisors of R. Let F be the total quotient ring and let f]•= {r ι \u ] \ r, E R h Uj E Rj Π U, I -j = i}. These are the notations going to be used in the sequel. THEOREM Note: Let A = Z/(4)[X], the polynomial ring in X over Z/ (4) . Z/(4) is integrally closed, while A is not. Indeed, let y = (x 4-1)/(JC -1),
